Acyclic orientations with exactly one source and one sink ~ the so-called bipolar orientations _ arise in many graph algorithms and specially in graph drawing. The fundamental properties of these orientations are explored in terms of circuits, cocircuits and also in terms of "angles" in the planar case.
Introducdon
Acyclic orientations with exactly two poles ~ the so-called bipolar orientations -have been apparent for a long time in many fields such as physics with electrical networks or in operational research with flow transportation networks. In algebra, as well, such an orientation is very common, in particular a finite lattice defines a bipolar orientation of its Hasse diagram. In these cases vertices have a prominent role, while the theory of oriented matroids focuses on the orientation relations between edges. In the field of graph theory, the planarity test of Lempel et al. [24] represents one of the first appearances of the concept. Later, Even and Tarjan [16, 35] described a linear-time algorithm to compute a bipolar orientation of a 2-connected graph. Since then, bipolar orientations has proved to be an invaluable tool for solving discrete geometric problems such as visibility representations of graphs, orthogonal drawings, and many other representations of graphs, which are referred to in cw At the same time, fundamental research has developed intrinsic properties of bipolar orientations in graph theory and matroid theory. This is why it is interesting "This work was partially supported by the ESPRIT Basic Research Action Nr. 7141 (ALCOM II) 0166-218X/95/$09.50 Q 1995-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSDI 0166-218X(94) to survey systematically properties of bipolar oriented graphs, and to reconstruct well known properties and add some new ones, as done below in Sections 1-5. New results appear in Sections 6-8.
In Section 2 we recall some definitions of Graph and Partial Order Theory. In Section 3 we introduce eight equivalent properties characterizing the e-bipolar orientations of a graph. Section 4 deals with the existence and construction of e-bipolar orientations.
In Section 5 we focus on the extra properties of the e-bipolar orientations of plane graphs. Section 6 deals with deletable, contractable and invertible edges of an e-bipolar orientation.
Section 7 is concerned with the connectiveness of the adjacency graph of the e-bipolar orientations of a given graph. In Section 8 we show how to enumerate the e-bipolar orientations of a graph.
Preliminary definitions
For the elementary definitions on graphs and directed graphs, such as path, directed path (or dipath), cycle, cocycle (or cut), spanning tree, fundamental cycles and jiundamental cocycles with respect to a spanning tree, subgraph, partial subgraph, connectivity, blocs and planarity we refer the reader to [2, 19, 37] . Two edges forming a cycle of length two are said to be parallel edges, and a graph free of parallel edges is said to be simple. We will assume all along this paper that a 2-connected graph has at least two edges. Then, according to Tutte's definitions of connectivity [37] , a 2-connected graph is loopless and a 3-connected graph is simple. The graph G\f will denote the one resulting from the deletion of an edgef of the graph G. An edgef is said to be contracted if it is deleted and its ends are identified: the resulting graph is denoted by G/f: A minor of a graph G is a graph resulting from a sequence of deletions and contractions of edges of G. An edge f of a 3-connected graph is said to be essential if neither G\ f nor G/f are 3-connected. Two edges of a 2-connected graph G are said to be separable if, for an arbitrary orientation of them, they are consistently oriented on a cycle of G and inconsistently oriented on another cycle of G. Otherwise, they are said to be inseparable. The inseparability relation defines the inseparability graph IG(G) of G [4] .
For an edge f oriented from x to y, the vertex x is said to be the tail off and y is said to be the head off: Recall that a cocycle of a connected graph G is the set of edges joining two complementary connected subgraphs of G. For directed graphs, we will use the terms of circuit and cocircuit instead of cycle and cocycle. A circuit (resp., a cocircuit) having all its edges consistently oriented is said to be a directed circuit (resp. a directed cocircuit). An orientation of a graph is said to be acyclic if the orientation induces no directed circuit. To the opposite, an orientation is said to be totally cyclic if each edge of the graph belongs to a directed circuit. Given a plane graph G and its topological dual G*, by duality, the orientation of G defines an orientation of G*, such that the circuits (resp. the cocircuits) of G are in bijection with the cocircuits (resp. the circuits) of G*. Geometrically, the edges of G* are oriented in such a way that they cross the edges of G from their left to their right.
For the elementary definitions on partial orders, such as comparability, minimal and maximal elements, minimum and maximum, total order and intersection of two partial orders, we refer the reader to [36] . We say x is covered by yin the partial order I7 (also, y covers x in Il and (x, y) is a cover in Z7), denoted x <: y in I7, when x < y in l7, and there is no element z EX such that x < z < y in Il.
A [18, 22] .
A linear extension of a partial order 17 on a set X is a total order Ton X such that,
for any x, y EX, x < y in Il implies x < y in T. The dimension of a partial order 17, denoted dim(n) is the minimal number of total orders whose intersection is II [15] .
Two partial orders II and II' on a set X are conjugate (or IZ' is a conjugate of I7) if and only if any two elements of X are comparable in exactly one of the two partial orders. Let us notice that a partial order II has a conjugate if and only if the dimension of n is 2.
The e-bipolar orientation
The concept of e-bipolar orientation appears first in [24] as the orientation defined by an St-numbering.
Definition 3.1. An St-numbering of a graph G is a bijection L: V + [l, n] , such that each vertex v, with 1 < L(u) < n has two neighbours u and w with
The value L(x) will be referred to as the label of x. The two poles of an St-numbering are the vertices s and t of G having respectively the labels 1 and n.
Let us now give a definition of the e-bipolar orientation in terms of eight equivalent properties. (1) There exists an St-numbering L of G having the ends of e as poles, and such that for any edgef, the head has a greater label than the tail. We shall prove that each property implies the following one, the last one implying the first one.
Proof of Property 3.2. Property (I) implies property (2).
The existence of an stnumbering implies that, for any directed path from a vertex x to a vertex y, the label of x is smaller than the one of y. Hence, we may define a partial order Z7, satisfying the property (2) as follows: a vertex x is smaller than a vertex y in 17" if there exists a directed path of G from x to y.
Property (2) implies property ('3) . As the two vertices of any cover of Il, are adjacent, any covering chain (i.e. a chain in which only the maximal element is not covered by an element of the chain) defines a directed path of G. Let us define the partial order 17E as follows: for any couplef, g of edges, f < g in Z7E if and only if the head off is smaller or equal to the tail of g in IZ,. Then, an edge f is covered by an edge g in IIE if and only if the head off is equal to the tail of g. Then, it is straightforward that the directed path having the ends of e as endpoints are the maximal chains of flE. Moreover a directed path cannot meet a directed cocircuit twice. Hence, cocircuits are antichains of HE.
Conversely let A be an antichain of IIE and let X c V be the set of the vertices that are smaller or equal to the tail of at least one edge belonging to A. The subgraph defined by X is connected (each vertex of X being connected to the minimum s of IZ,) and so is the subgraph defined by the complementary of X (whose vertices are connected to the maximum t of II,). Thus, X defines a directed cocircuit. Letf be an edge of A. According to our definition of X, if the head off belongs to X, then there exists an edge g of A, such that the tail of g is greater or equal to the head off in ZZ,, and hence g is greater than f in IIE_ As A is an antichain, such a case cannot occur.
Thus, the antichain A is included in the directed cocircuit defined by X. As a directed cocircuit is never included in another one, directed cocircuits are the maximal antichains of ZIE.
Property (3) implies property (4).
The edge e is a directed path having the ends of e as endpoints and is thus a maximal chain of llE. Hence, the edge e is incomparable with any other edge and e belongs to all the maximal antichains of IZE. Obviously, any edge belongs to an antichain.
As the maximal antichains of IIE are precisely the cocircuits of G, property (4) is satisfied. Property (4) implies property (S). Let us recall the Minty circuit/cocircuit property of directed graphs: given any orientation, an edge belongs either to a directed circuit or to a directed cocircuit [27] . As each edge belongs to a directed cocircuit, the orientation 0 is acyclic. Let s be a source of the acyclic orientation. The set of the edges incident to s is a directed cocircuit and hence includes e. Thus, s is incident to e. Similarly, any sink t of the orientation has to be incident to e, what achieves to prove the property (5). Property (5) implies property (6). Let f be an edge, and let P be a directed path includingf, maximal with respect to inclusion. The endpoints of P are respectively a source and a sink of the orientation and are thus incident to e. After the reversal of the orientation of e, P + e is a directed circuit. As we have made no assumption onf, the orientation resulting from the reversal of the orientation of e is totally cyclic. Property (6) implies property (7). After the reversal of the orientation of e, every directed circuit will include the edge e, as the original orientation is acyclic.
Property (7) implies property (8).
Let ,f be an edge. After the reversal of the orientation of e, the edge f belongs to a directed circuit y including e. In the original orientation 0, y is the union of { e} and a directed path Pf including foriented from the tail of e to the head of e. Let us prove now that the orientation is acyclic. As every directed circuit existing after the reversal of the orientation of e includes e, any directed circuit of the orientation 0 has to include the edge e. Such a directed circuit would define a directed path P from the head of e to the tail of e. Let ,f be an edge different from e. The union of the previously defined directed path Pf and of the directed path P would include a directed circuit of 0 not including e, which raises a contradiction.
Property (8) implies property (I). The acyclic orientation 0 induces a partial order 17" on the vertices of G. Let T, be a linear extension of n,. It is clear that this total order yields an St-numbering satisfying property (1). Assume a vertex v is smaller (resp. greater) than all its neighbours and letf be an edge incident to v. The edgef is included in a directed path P having the ends of e as endpoints. As v is smaller (resp. greater) than all its neighbours, the vertex v is an endpoint of P and is hence incident to e. 0 Remark 3.1. Given an e-bipolar orientation of a graph G, the partial orders flV and IIE satisfying the properties (2) and (3) are uniquely determined.
Existence and construction of bipolar orientations
Most incremental e-bipolar orientation algorithms rely on the extension of the e-bipolar orientation of a partial subgraph of a 2-connected graph into an e-bipolar orientation of the whole graph. Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of edges of G\H. If G = H, the proposition is true. Otherwise, let f be an edge of G missing from H. As G is biconnected, there exists a cycle y including both e and f: Let P be the connected component of y n (G\H) including f: The path P has two distinct endpoints u and o in H. If u and u are comparable, orient P from the smaller to the greater. Otherwise, orient P from u to u. Then, the graph H u P is e-bipolar oriented, as we could not have created any directed circuits nor sources or sinks and the induction follows. 0 Theorem 4.1 (Lempel et al. [24] ). Let e be any edge of a graph G. Then, G admits an e-bipolar orientation if and only if G is 2-connected.
Proof. Let e be an edge of a 2-connected graph G and let y be a cycle inc1uding.e. The cycle y is a partial subgraph of G that admits an obvious e-bipolar orientation. According to Lemma 4.1, this e-bipolar orientation may be extended to an e-bipolar orientation of G. Conversely, let G be a graph with an e-bipolar orientation and let u $ {s, t) be a vertex of G. Let us prove that G is still connected after the deletion of u. Let x $ {s, t, u} be a vertex of G. There exists an oriented path P of G from s to t including x (from Property 3.2(8)). The vertex x is connected to s or t in G -u. As s and t are adjacent, G -u is connected. Similarly, if we delete the vertex s or t, each vertex x is connected to t or s. Thus, G is 2-connected. 0
The existence of an e-bipolar orientation of a 2-connected graph can also be proved by induction on the number of vertices of the graph, using contractions of edges incident to the source.
Using the result of Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.1 can be improved.
Lemma 4.2 (Extension Lemma)
. Let G be a biconnected graph and H be a minor of G including e and being e-bipolar oriented. Then the orientation of H may be extended to an e-bipolar orientation of G.
Proof.
As H admits an e-bipolar orientation, it is 2-connected. The deletions and contractions performed to obtain H from G can be sorted in such a way that all the intermediate minors of G are 2-connected. Therefore, we may restrict the proof to the case where a single edge f of G has been deleted or contracted in order to obtain H. The case of the deletion having already been proved by Lemma 4.1, we may assume that H = G/f: Let x and y be the ends off in G and z the vertex of H corresponding to their identification.
No orientation off can create a directed circuit, as H = G/f has no directed circuit. If x is adjacent to e, z is either the source or the sink of the e-bipolar orientation of H. Assume it is the source. Let us orient ffrom x to y. As z has only outgoing edges and y has degree at least two in G, y has at least one outgoing edge and is neither a source nor a sink. The case where z is a sink is solved similarly. We may then assume that z is incident to at least one incoming and one outgoing edge. Then, fis oriented from x to y if no incoming edge is incident to y or if no outgoing edge is incident to x;fis oriented from y to x, otherwise. One checks easily that neither x nor y is a source or a sink in the resulting orientation. 0
The first linear-time algorithm performing an e-bipolar orientation has been devised by Even and Tarjan in [16, 35] . It concerns the genera1 case of 2-connected graphs. Nevertheless, this algorithm may only reach particular e-bipolar orientations (see Section 9 ). The planar case has been extensively investigated.
The face-packing linear algorithm devised in [31] may reach any e-bipolar orientation of a 2-connected plane graph. The vertex-packing algorithm described in [lo] performs specific ebipolar orientations related with Schnyder trees. In [7, 11] may be found a greedy simple algorithm that computes the two extrema of the e-bipolar orientations' lattice (see Theorem 7.2). Constrained e-bipolar orientations may be computed in polynomial time using flow networks [S] . A parallel algorithm is described in [26] .
Plane bipolar orientations

Bipolar orientations
have been extensively used to perform drawings of planar graphs [S, g-12,19,31,33] . In the following we consider an e-bipolar orientation of a plane graph G, embedded in the plane such that e belongs to the infinite face. The circular order is the clockwise one. Proof. Each directed cocircuit of 0 corresponds one to one to a directed circuit of O*. Therefore, the reversal of the orientation of e* generates an e*-bipolar orientation of G*, as Property 3.2(7) holds for G*, due to Property 3.2(4) for G. Let us now prove that these two chains that partition each face of G are directed paths. Assume that a face 4 includes two sources sr and s2 of the face (i.e. two vertices whose two incident edges belonging to 4 are outgoing). Let fi, f2 (resp. gr , g2) be the edges of Cp incident to s1 (resp. s2). As mentioned above, the edgesf, and fi (resp. g1 and g2) are incomparable in ZIe, and edge among fi andf, is comparable with exactly one edge among g1,g2; but, iff, is smaller than g1 in nE, thenfi is smaller than g2, which is a contradiction.
Thus the face cannot have more than one source, and hence cannot have more than one sink. So it is partitioned into two directed paths. The second statement of the proposition is nothing but the first statement applied to G* and interpreted in G. Let us now state, without a proof, a theorem related to the partial order nE and one related to the partial order 17".
Theorem 5.1 (de Fraysseix and 0. de Mendez [6] ). An e-bipolar oriented graph G is planar if and only if IIE has dimension at most two.
As a corollary, one deduces from the characterization of CAC modular lattices given in [23] that an e-bipolar oriented graph is a series parallel graph if and only if nE is a modular lattice.
This theorem has not to be confused with the following theorem related to the partial order 17".
Theorem 5.2 (Kelly and Rival [21]). The partial subgraphfiom an e-bipolar oriented graph G by deleting all the transitive edges is planar if and only if the partial order IIV dejned by the e-bipolar orientation of G is a lattice of dimension at most two.
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of the following three results:
l Every partial order which is bounded (i.e. with a minimum and a maximum) and which admits a planar upward drawing is a lattice [3] .
l A lattice admits a planar upward drawing if and only if its dimension is at most equal to two [l] .
l A lattice admits a planar upward drawing if and only if the graph obtained from the graph defined by the covering relation (i.e. the Hasse diagram) by adding an edge joining the minimum and the maximum elements of the lattice is planar [28] . q Definition 5.2. Let G be an oriented graph embedded in the plane. An angle {x, y } is said to be lateral in G if, at the vertex x, one edge of the face y is incoming and the other one is outgoing. Otherwise, the angle is said to be extremul in G. By colouring white the lateral angles and colouring black the extremal ones, the orientation of G induces a bicolouration of the edges of J&'(G), which is said to be compatible with the orientation of G. Assume G has two parallel edgesfand g beside others that define a face F of length 2. The angle graph of G\g is obtained from d(G) by erasing the vertex corresponding to the face F. It is obviously e-angle coloured. The e-bipolar orientation of G\g is uniquely extendable
to an e-bipolar orientation of G. This orientation is clearly compatible with the e-angle colouration of G. We may now suppose that G is free of faces of length 2. We will exhibit an edge incident to s whose contraction will preserve the e-angle colouration. Let e, = e,e,, . . . . ek be (in circular order) the edges incident to s. This sequence defines apathP=(x,,F,,x, ,..., F,_ 1, .xk, FJ of d(G) where Fi (i < k) is the face incident to eiandei.1, Fk is the infinite face and Xi is the neighbour of s incident to ei. In d(G) the vertices of P are bicoloured, as well as the edges. As the faces FO and Fk include both s and t, they are incident to two black edges incident, respectively, to s and t. Then the edges (F,, x0} and { xk, Fk} are coloured white. Traverse P from F, to F,. Let z be the first vertex of P reached by an edge having a colour different from the one of z. Such a vertex exists as the (black) infinite face Fk is reached by a white edge. Assume z represents a vertex of G. The predecessor F of z in P is incident in P with two black edges. The edge {s, F} is also black, what contradicts the hypothesis of the e-angle colouration.
Hence, z represents a face of G. The predecessor Xi of z in P is incident to two white edges of P. Contract the edge is, xi1 of G. All the angles incident to xi are black except those incident to the faces Fi_, and Fi. After the contraction, all the angles incident to s are black. The faces Fi_ 1 and Fi are still incident to two black angles. As the colouration is unchanged elsewhere, we get an e-angle colouration of G/1 s,Xi). According to the induction hypothesis, G/{ s,xi} has an e-bipolar orientation consistent with its e-angle colouration. This orientation induces a single e-bipolar orientation of G, the edge {s, xi} being oriented from s to xi. The angles { Fi _ 1, xi} and { Fi, Xi} are lateral and hence the e-bipolar orientation of G is consistent with its e-angle colouration.
The transformation
of an e-angle colouration into an e-bipolar orientation being injective and having the previously defined transformation as inverse, it is bijective. 0
Remark 5.2. Note that an e*-angle colouration of the dual G* is obtained from an e-angle colouration of G by switching the colours, with the obvious exception of the angles at the poles.
Remark 5.3. Given an e-angle colouration of a biconnected graph G and the orientation of an edgef, the other edges may be greedily oriented. Remark that an e-angle colouration may be translated into a maxflow problem [ 15, 301. Such a model allows one to extend, when possible, a partial colouration of the angle graph to a complete one.
Definition 5.4. An alternating cycle of a bicoloured angle graph is an elementary cycle along which the edges are alternatively black and white.
An alternating 4-cycle C is an algebraic cycle, defined as the union of edge-disjoint alternating cycles, such that each vertex is incident to at most 4 edges of C.
Corollary 5.1. By switching the colours internally to an alternating cycle, an e-bipolar orientation of a plane graph G is mapped into another e-bipolar orientation of G.
Proof. Given a vertex of the angle graph, the number of incident edges having the same colour as the vertex is unchanged by the switching. According to Definition 5.3, the obtained bicolouration is thus an e-angle colouration. 0
Theorem 5.4 (Rosenstiehl [29]). G iven an e-bipolar orientation 0, of a graph G, there exists a one-to-one mapping from the e-bipolar orientations of G into the alternating 4-cycles corresponding to 0,.
Proof. Let d(G) be the angle graph of G coloured consistently with 0,. Let 02 be an e-bipolar orientation of G. Let x be a vertex of the angle graph. The edges incident to x in the colourations corresponding to 0, and 0: differ on 0,2 or 4 edges. Half of these edges are white and half are black. The set of edges differently coloured in 0, and 0: is thus an alternating 4-cycle.
According to Corollary 5.1, any alternating 4-cycle induces an e-bipolar orientation of G.
As Proof. Let w be a cocircuit, separating two complementary connected subgraphs X and Y. Assume there exists an edge of o directed from X to Y. Let x be a maximal vertex X, with respect to II, and let x+ be a vertex covering x in 17" (thus belonging to Y). As there exists an edge of w directed from X to Y, such a vertex exists. By Property 3.2(2), the vertex x is adjacent to x+. As the edge {x,x' } is not a transitive edge, there exists no oriented path from x to xf besides {x, xf 3. The edge (x,x' > is thus contractable (cf. Proposition 6.1). 0 Proposition 6.3. Let G be an e-bipolar oriented graph without vertices of degree two and y a cycle not including e. The cycle y includes at least two deletable edges.
Proof. As the orientation of G is acyclic, y has at least one source s, and one sink t,. Let X be the set of all the vertices of y having exactly one incoming edge and X' the set of vertices which is the connected component in y of X u { sy } including sy. The set X' is different from the set of all the vertices of y as t, does not belong to it. Thus there exists two edges {x1, yl} and {xz,y2} of y such that xi and x2 belong to X' (may be x1 = xa = s) and y, and y, do not. The vertex y, has then two incoming edges. As xi is not of degree two, it has at least two outgoing edges. Thus, the edge {xi ,yl > is Proof. We have exhibited above a tree of n -1 contractable edges (at least one of them is invertible), whose complementary is a set of m -n deletable edges. 0 Remark 6.2. One can prove by induction on the number of edges that a series-parallel graph has a single e-bipolar orientation and thus no invertible edge.
Connectiveness of the e-bipolar orientations
Let e be an edge of a 2-connected graph G, with a prescribed orientation. Two e-bipolar orientations of G are said to be adjacent if they differ in the orientation of a single edge. This relation on the e-bipolar orientations of G defines the adjacency graph BAG).
The following section deals with the connectiveness of Be(G). Connectiveness means that two e-bipolar orientations 0 and 0' of G can be obtained from each other by a sequence of edge invertions, each intermediate orientation of G being e-bipolar.
Except in particular cases, the adjacency graph of a 2-connected graph is not connected. However, the following is true for 3-connected graphs: The proof of the theorem is by induction on the sum of the number of edges and vertices of the graph and by case analysis. We first put some lemmas. Proof. Let us first notice that 0 and 0' have the same poles, which are incident to neither fi nor fi. In the following, otherwise specified, we will consider the e-bipolar orientation 0. We consider the four following exclusive cases, depending on the status of the edgesf, = {xi, yi} and fi = (x2, y2}:
l fi orf2 is invertible. Then, there exists an e-bipolar orientation 0" adjacent to 0 and 0'.
l fi and_/, are both non-contractable. As fi is not contractable, there exists a directed path Pi from x1 to y,. As Pi + fr is not a directed circuit of 0', the edge fi belongs to Pi. Similarly, there exists an oriented path P, from x2 to y, including the edge fi _ The acyclicity of 0 implies then that PI is reduced to fi. Hence the edgesf, and f2 are parallel edges. l fi and f2 are both non-deletable.
The edge fi is then the only edge going out of xi or the only edge coming in y,. Assume the first case. As x1 does not appear as a sink in O', the edge f2 is among the incoming edges of x1 in 0 ( yZ = x1). Similarly, the edge fi cannot be the only edge going out of x2, because it would imply y, = x2 and fi , fi would form a directed circuit. Hence,f, is the only edge coming in x r, and the vertex x1 has degree two. Similarly, iffi is the only edge coming in yr, then y, has degree two.
l fi is not contractable and f2 is not deletable (or the reverse) Asfi is not contractable, there exists a path PI from xi to y, includingf,. Asfi is not deletable, one of the equalities y, = x1 or y, = x2 holds (as in the previous case). This statement contradicts the acyclicity of the orientation 0 and hence such a case cannot occur. q
According to the Extension Lemma (Lemma 4.2), any e-bipolar orientation of a minor of a 2-connected graph may be extended into an e-bipolar orientation of the whole graph. Therefore, let us give the following definition. In other words, the vertices of X,(G; H) are those e-bipolar orientations of G which induce an e-bipolar orientation of H.
Lemma 7.2. Let G be a simple graph free of vertices of degree two, let H be a minor of G obtainedfrom G by erasing or contracting a single edge and let e be an edge of H. If the graph Be(H) is connected, then the extension graph X,(G; H) is a connected subgraph of BAG).
Proof. Let 52 and Q' be two extensions to G of two adjacent e-bipolar orientations 0 and 0' of H. The e-bipolar orientations 52 and Q' differ in the orientation of at most two edges. If they are not adjacent, there exists an e-bipolar orientation Q" adjacent to both of them, according to Lemma 7.1. The e-bipolar orientation 0" is obviously an extension of 0 or 0' into an e-bipolar orientation of G. 0
Lemma 7.3 (Tutte [37, p. 1091). If the edgef of a 3-connected graph G is essential, it is incident to a vertex of degree 3 or it belongs to a triangle.
We shall now prove another lemma on essential edges, which is somehow the dual version of another theorem proved by Tutte [37, pp. 10991111:
Lemma 7.4. Let G be a 3-connected graph and let fi ,f2, f; be a triangle of G. If fi and fi are both essentials, then each of them is incident to at least one vertex of degree 3.
Proof. Let xi, x2, x3 be the three vertices of the triangle, respectively, opposite to fi, fi,fj.
Let {xi,yi} (resp. CXZ,YZ)) b e an articulation pair of G\fI (resp. G\fi). The endpoints xi and x3 of fi belong to two distinct blocs of G\ f2. Hence, any path of G joining xi and x3 has to meet x2, y, or is reduced to fi. Consider the graph G\f,. The endpoints x2 and xj of fi belong to two distinct blocs of G\f2, namely, H2 and H3. Hence, any path of H3 joining x1 and x3 meets y, or is reduced to fi. As G is 3-connected, we deduce that y, is the sole neighbour of xX or xi in H3\fZ. Then, two cases may occur:
l H3 has only three vertices (and then y, = yi) or y, is the sole neighbour of x3 in H3\f2. Then, xj has degree 3.
l The vertex y2 is the sole neighbour of xi in H3\f2 and H3 has more than three vertices. Then, there exists a path in H3 joining x3 and y,, which does not meet x2, y2 or f2. As any path joining xi and x3 in G has to meet x2, y2 orf2, there exists no path in H2 from x1 to yi not meeting x2. Thus, H, includes only three vertices and {xi ,yl> is not an edge of G. So, the vertices x1 and x2 are of degree 3. 0
We state now without a proof a simple lemma on connectiveness.
Lemma 7.5. Let HI, . . . , Hk be subgraphs of a graph G. If
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let us now prove Theorem 7.1 by induction on the sum A(G) = 1 V(G)1 + lE(G)l. The induction hypothesis holds for Kq. Let G be a 3-connected graph and assume that the induction has been proved for each 3-connected graph H, such that A(H) < l(G).
Three exclusive cases may occur:
l There exists in G a vertex of degree 3 not incident to e.
Let ui, u2, u3 be the neighbours of x, let G" be the graph obtained from G by completing the triangle ul, u2, u3 and let G' be the 3-connected graph obtained from C? by erasing the vertex x. As A(G') is smaller than A(G), the graph S?JG') is connected.
Any e-bipolar orientation of G (resp. G') may be extended into an e-bipolar orientation of C?, and defines so an e-bipolar orientation of G' (resp. G). One checks that two adjacent e-bipolar orientations of G (resp. G') induce a connected set of e-bipolar orientations of G' (resp. G). Thus, the connectiveness of Be(G) follows from the connectiveness of .?Be(G').
l There exists in G an essential edgefdistinct from e and not adjacent to e, and all the vertices of degree 3 are incident to e. According to Lemma 7.3, the edgef belongs to a trianglef, gi, g2. Asf is distinct from e and not adjacent to e, it is not incident to a vertex of degree 3, and according to Lemma 7.4 , the edge f is the sole essential edge of the triangle L g, , g2. Then, according to Lemma 7.5, we deduce the connectiveness of Bt,(G) from the following properties:
-I'(X,(G; G\g,)) u V(Te(G; G\gz)) = VBJG)). Indeed, for any e-bipolar orientation of G and according to Proposition 6.3, at least one of the edges among gi, g2 is deletable. Hence, the e-bipolar orientation belongs to XJG; G\ gl) or X^,(G; G\ g2).
-I'(X,(G; G\gi)) n V@-^,(G; G\gz)) f 0. As G\g, \g2 is 2-connected, CZe(G; G\g, \g2) is not empty. The e-bipolar orientations corresponding to the vertices of this graph belong to both Xt^,(G; G\g,) and X,(G; G\gz).
-X,(G; G\g,) and X,(G; G\g2) are connected.
As n(G\g,) and /Z(G\g,) are smaller than A(G), 9J',(G\gi) and B',(G\g2) are connected. Then, the property follows from Lemma 7.2. 
X(G; G\f ), V(%%^,(G; G/f)) n V(XAG; G\f )) is not empty.
The case of two distinct edges belonging both to C or D is proved in a same way as the preceding case. _ Each of the graphs X,(G; G/f) (with .f E C) and %JG; G\ f) (with f E D) is connected.
Letf be an edge of G belonging to C (resp. D). As E.(G/,f) (resp. i(G\ f )) is smaller than /Z(G), the graph SYJG/f) (resp. Br(G\.f)) IS connected. Then, according to Lemma 7.2 the graph X,(G; G/f) (resp. X,(G; G\ f )) is connected. 0
In the planar case, the structure of 98',(G) may be precised. Let us now state, for a 3-connected graph G, the relationship between the edges are invertible in at least one of the e-bipolar orientations of G and the edges separable from e. This corollary results from the direct application of Theorem 7.3 to the characterization of the inseparability graphs of 3-connected plane graphs and 4-connected non-planar graphs given in [32] .
Enumeration of bipolar orientations
Given a 2-connected graph G, it is interesting to generate all its bipolar orientations.
It is remarkable that the number of e-bipolar orientations of G does not depend on the choice of the distinguished edge e, and that this number appears in the Tutte polynomial of G. A generalization of this result to oriented matroids may be found in t-171.
Definition 8.1. Given an e-bipolar orientation 0, of a graph G and an edge f # e, the reversing of the orientation of the edges comparable with f in 0, different from f defines a transformation I,,, which maps 0, into the orientation 1,&O,).
Theorem 8.1. The application I,,, maps any e-bipolar orientation of G into an f-bipolar orientation and has I,,, as inverse.
Proof.
Given an e-bipolar orientation 0, and an edgef = (x, y), let Vi (f) be the set of vertices smaller than x in I7" and let V,'(f) be the set of vertices greater than y in 17,.. The edges smaller (resp. greater) thanfin IIIE are the edges of the subgraph defined by V; (f) (resp. V; (1)). The cocycles cc) _ and o + defined by Vi (f) and V,'(f) are both directed cocircuits. Let us apply the transformation I,,, to 0,. The directed cocircuits w-and o+ remain unchanged. There are neither directed circuits among the edges that were comparable tofnor among the edges that were non-comparable tofas such a directed circuit would have existed before. If a directed circuit y arises, it intersects o _ or w+ , which would contradict the Minty circuit/cocircuit property. In the new orientation, x is a source and y is a sink. On the other hand the vertices s and t are no more source or sink. The other vertices of Vi (f) and V,'(f) have at least one incoming and one outgoing edge. Finally, the orientation around the other vertices is unchanged. Thus, according to Property 3.2(.5), the transformation I,, g enerates an f-bipolar orientation of G. Notice that
Vy(e) = I', (f) and I7 (e) = E(f).
Therefore, if we apply the transformation I,,, to the.6bipolar orientation 1,,,(0,), we obtain the original e-bipolar orientation.
The transformation I,,, is the inverse of the transformation I,,,. 0
In the following 0,(G) denotes the number of e-bipolar orientations of a graph G. 
and is equal to 0, otherwise. This number is also defined by the coefficient of x in the Tutte polynomial x(G; x, y). If G is not 2-connected, we have obviously B,(G) = p(G) = 0. Otherwise, while the graph G is 2-connected and different from a cycle of length 2, it is reduced by a deletion (and a contraction) of one of its edges. As a cycle of length 2 has two opposite bipolar orientations and a single l-0 tree for a given labelling and as the recurrence formulas are identical, the number of e-bipolar orientations of G is equal to twice the beta invariant of Crapo:
B,(G) = 2/3(G). 0
Algorithm 8.1 (Enumeration algorithm). Given a 2-connected graph G and an edge e = {s, t}, the e-bipolar orientations of G are enumerated by the following process. Build a tree T of 2-connected graphs by deletions and contractions of edges. Start with a tree reduced to a vertex corresponding to G. As long as a leaf H of the tree is not a 2-cycle, choose an edgefdifferent from e and incident to the vertex s. This edge may be deleted or contracted (or both) while keeping the graph 2-connected. If H\f(resp. H/f) is 2-connected, add it to the tree as a new leaf attached to H. At the end of the process, each leaf of the binary tree corresponds to one of the e-bipolar orientations of G. The e-bipolar orientation corresponding to a leaf is uniquely reconstructible by successive extensions from the e-bipolar orientation of the 2-cycle.
This algorithm is a straightforward consequence of the recurrence formula given in Lemma 8.1.
The enumeration of the e-bipolar orientations of a graph may be also performed by splitting a graph into smaller ones, and binding them according to the following binding lemma: Lemma 8.2 (Binding lemma). Let Cl and G2 be two 2-connected subgraphs of's 2-connetted graph G, such that G = Cl u Gz and let e be an edge qf G1.
Zf G, n Gz is isomorphic to the complete graph K, (r 3 2), then G is e-bipolar oriented if and only if G1 is e-bipolar oriented and Gz is f-bipolar oriented, with f EGO n Gz.
Proof. Assume G is e-bipolar oriented. The orientation of Gi n G2 is acyclic. As
Gi n G2 is a complete graph, its orientation induces a total order on its vertices. Let x, and x, denote the minimum and maximum vertex of Gi n Gz. The orientation of Gi is acyclic. No vertex of G1\G2 can be a pole in the restricted orientation of G,. Therefore, x, is the only source and x, is the only sink of Gi. Thus, Gi is {x~,x,}-bipolar oriented. In a similar way, one proves that G, is e-bipolar oriented.
Conversely, assume Gi is e-bipolar oriented and G2 is f-bipolar oriented, with f~ Gi n G2. Then, according to Lemma 4.2, we may add the oriented paths of Gi to G in order to get an extended e-bipolar orientation of G. Indeed, the compatibility of these paths is ensured by the fact that the acyclic orientation of Gi n G2 induces a total order. 0
Proposition 8.1. Let G1 and G2 be two 2-connected partial subgraphs of a 2-connected graph G, such that G = G1 u Gz and e be an edge of G1. Zf G, n G2 is isomorphic to the complete graph K, (r 2 2), then
O(G) = f O(G,)d(G,).
Proof. Let f be an edge of Gi n G2. Define &(G, ,f) as the number of e-bipolar orientations of Gi such that f is incident to the minimum and the maximum vertex of Gi n G2. According to Lemma 8.2 and the constrained orientation off;
As the number of bipolar orientations does not depend on the reference edge, 7. Let G be a 2-connected graph. Is it true that .%Ye(G) is connected, for any edge e of G, if and only if G is either 3-connected or a series-parallel graph?
